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FILE NOTE

Fenwick" Tp. i Havilland Tp. 

July 11, 1973.

On July 10, 1973, an examination of the geology of the 
area between H'-'y 17 at Kafalash corners and the south shore 
of Havilland Bay was completed. The purpose of the examina 
tion was to check R. G. Mcconnell' s Identification of the 
Gowganda formation and underlying Archean sediments In this 
area. Mcconnell* s distinction between the Gowganda fm. and 
Archean rocks as shown on Map 357, appears to be excellent 
In this area, and there Is no apparent reason to modify 
that part of his map. He made no attempt to distinguish 
the various types of rock In his "Basement series". 
Further mapping may be warranted there, in all parts if the 
Archean Basement series, to distinguish various facies.

Besides a tendency^to show greater evidence of dyramic 
metamorphism, a thin section of each rock type indicates 
that epidote is more abundant In the Archean rocks. The 
thin section of Archean sediments contair.ed chlorite, 
epidote, albite and traces of biotite, A det-ltal texture 
was not evident. The thin section of Huronian siltstone 
contained detrital fragments of quartz, feldspar and 
interstital chlorite. No biottflte or epidote was observed.

Further work would be required to establish that 
above criteria are generally applicable on a regional basis.
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FILE NOTE 

Re; Quartrite Outcrops - Havilland and Tupper Townships

A quartzite unit of uncertain correlation outcrops 

along the south side of the Jones Creek Valley in Havilland and 

Tupper Townships. The outcrops extend in an east-west direction 

for several hundreds of feet west from the power line in Tupper 

Township.

The quartzite is a grey, fine to medium-grained

subgreywacke with large (2 to 3 mm) euhedral grains of maghematite 

pseudomorphic after magnetite.

The beds dip moderately (500 ) south and are 2 feet to 

4 feet thick.

Mapping in this area was conducted to locate the cause 

of the strong negative magnetic anomaly present. No satisfactory 

explanation was found, as the Archean rocks are covered In part 

by Keweenawan basalts, and all rocks in the area are covered by 

vallay kames and ground morraine up to 50 feet or more in thickness.

Assuming that the quartzites are Post-Archean and are 

derived from underlying rocks causing the magnetic anomaly, It 

war, postulated that a study of the heavy nineral fraction would 

possibly yield information on the magnetic anomaly. A heavy 

mineral separation was made from a sample containing abundant iron 

oxide grains, and split into magnetic and non-magnetic fractions.

The results, summarized on the attached sheet are 

inconclusive, nainly because heavy minerals other than iron oxides

are rare.
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Tuesday, July 9/75

Havilland TWP : Work by R. J. Rupert

West of garbage dump. 
0/C is all greenstone

Bedding or Schistosity 300* 9 73 0 NE 
Colour bonding on ws of grey to buff 6 grey

F surface is green-chlorite 

Top side of cliff is foliated

Middle and lower part of sloop includes Phg 
with dips 15 0 SE

Foliation in Phg 315 0 S 85* SW

PHG 4 A ? difficult to distinguish 
Specimen - A

Phg grey qtzitic gwk 6 slate 

Bedding 335 0 35 0 - 40 0 NE 

Cleavage 275* 62 0 N 

2nd cleavage 325 0 42 0NE

2.) Variable mg-cg Amphibolite 
Igneous to metamorphic textures 
rather massive in outcrop

3.) Sloping outcrop-Phg Argillite-^ 
Bedding about 360 0 e 30 0 E
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^LABORATORY AND RESEARCH BRANCH
DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS
9TH FLOOR. WHITNEY BLOCK
QUEEN'S PAR* ONTARIO
TORONTO 182. ONTARIO

c 16243
LABORATORY REPORT

Telephone. 365-l337
:^"
-y- 

'.f KSUEDTO: K. J* fcupert, OWWA, 370 Lake Street, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario

JOB NO. 3A2

Preliminary ttork

An x-ray diffractometry mineral analysis vaa made of the bulk temple 
and of Haultain Superpanner heavlea. The following are the results.

Bulk - The minerals present, vith approximate arounte
present arc: Quartz (major), plagioclase (major,
but less than quarts), muscovite (minor to moderate),
and chlorite (minor).

heavies - Hematite and a clinopyroxene, in major
amounts, vere present In the superpanner separated 
heavies. These would be minor in the bulk sample slice 
they were rot detected in the bulk x-ray tr-*c*.

Iteauy mineral separation

Approximately 45 gramt of sample was ground to -55 * 80 mesh. We 
used a 2.90 S.G. heavy liqui-l and found 3.6Z of the total was in the heavy 
fraction (which included SOB*.- of the "lights" because of imperfect separation). 
A magnetic separation of this heavy frect ion produced 182 magnetics by weight. 
X-ray diffrac too*try of this magnetic heavy fraction revealed no magnetite or 
other magnetic mineral. Heutite and quartz were the only minerals noted in 
this fraction. The heavy liquid light fraction (leas than 2.9) waa found fo 
contain the same mineralogy as the bulk mineralogy given above.

Diacuation

It appears that the "square outlined euhedral magnetite" haa been almost 
completely transformed to hematite tmartitlzed). Even in the very small 
magnetic fraction of the heavies no magnetite va* noted although it is probably 
present in minor amt it. It would appear that the specimen, forwarded to us, is 
not highly magnetic and if it is representative, would not cause a strong anomaly.

Pees Received

DIRECTOR

Except by ipwclol p*rmlttlon. reproduction of these result* mutt Indud* ony - ; ^ 
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Laboratory S Research Branch 
Dept. of Mines l Northern Affairs

Page 2, C16243
Job 342, February 15, 1972

The separates obtained in this examination have been sent under 
separate cover as requested. If any nore work is required we have retained 
a portion of the sample. Let us know if this work has been of any use and 
if any further work is required.

FEES RECEIVED. 

Dept.

.A.Moddle, P.Eng) 
Director


